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Abstract 
Gene Ontology (GO) annotation have been relying on human annotation to capture accurate 
description of the published full-length literature. Though manual annotation may provide 
promising quality of the task. However, it is labour-intensive and time-consuming. In turn, we 
developed two different methods: a sequential pattern mining algorithm and GREPC 
(Geneontology concept Recognition- by Entity, Pattern, and Constrain) for the BioCreative GO 
track competition to recognize sentences that have mentioned functions or relevant information 
of genes and to catch the GO terms of these genes within them. In the results of subtask A, our 
best precision, recall, and F1-score were 0.212, 0.469, and 0.292, respectively; for subtask B, the 
best precision, recall, and F1-score were 0.150, 0.587, and 0.239, respectively. Our system based 
on GREPC had better evaluation scores, especially on recall rates in both of the subtasks. 
 
Introduction 
GO is an uprising initiative within bioinformatics (1). The GO project serves to provide a bank 
of controlled vocabularies that is being applied to describe the gene products and their roles 
under three domains: biological process, molecular function, and cellular component (2). 
Up until now, GO annotation have been relying on human annotation to capture accurate 
description of the published full-length literature. Though manual annotation may provide 
promising quality of the task, with the ever-increasing volume of literatures being published, the 
labour-intensive and time-consuming disadvantages prevent researchers from continuing down 
this path. The alternative solution of this is therefore to apply computerized systems for GO 
curation and annotation. In turn, only a small portion of the data requires that of human effort to 
provide a training dataset. After feeding the system with that portion of training data, the 
remaining task will thereafter fall in the hands of the computerized systems. Some current 
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systems have shown promising results in determining a single domain of gene ontology 
annotation, such as within cellular component (3). 
 
However, the BioCreative GO track competition seeks to resolute the limitations of 
computerized curation and to provide automated GO annotation in all three domains. The 
difficulties that have been encountered are mainly based on the complexities and variations that 
dwell within the writing styles of each individual author. Methods relying solely on Name Entity 
Recognition (NER) have shown to only capture the surface representations that are explicitly 
expressed by the authors. In other occasions, the ones that lie within the descriptions of their 
work may well require Natural Language Processing (NLP) and other semantic features of the 
sentences to be able to identify the relationships between the designated genes and their GO 
terms. Within Task IV of the BioCreative competition, we participated in two main subtasks: 
subtask A requires the retrieval of GO relevant sentences within the full-text articles; subtask B 
requires the identification of GO terms corresponding to their relevant genes. We aim to 
construct an integrated and automated system that can achieve this task to be as well as the 
results of human curations. 
 
Material and Methods 
 
Gene Mention Identification 
We used the gene vocabulary data from NCBI (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/gene/) and CTD 
(http://ctdbase.org/downloads/) to obtain all the possible synonyms of a specific gene ID (4, 5). 
For each given document-gene pair, we identified all the tokens started with or ended with this 
gene name, or its synonyms, in the document by case-insensitive regular-expression search. For 
example, we found “Anti-Baz, Baz, Bazooka, Par-3, UAS-Baz, anti-Baz, baz, bazXi106, 
bazXi106germ, bazooka, and par-3” to be the mentions of the gene baz (32703) within PMID: 
10995441. We knew that anti-baz means the antibody of baz, but we did not exclude it. 
Bidirectional elongation of a gene name was not allowed because prefix and suffix of a gene 
were usually not present at the same time. The results of founded gene mentions for a document-
gene pair were stored and used in all the runs of subtask A and subtask B. 
 
The 1st and 2nd runs of subtask A and subtask B 
We developed a sequential pattern mining algorithm for mining frequency sequential patterns 
used in 1st and 2nd runs. The basic idea is similar to (6). The sequential pattern was 
accompanied with two classes. The first class was used to infer what GO term has appeared in a 
sentence. The other class was used to point out the GO term in which the gene within the same 
sentence belonged to. In short, each pattern was generated by the following steps: 1) 
preprocessing, 2) rule generation, 3) computing Support as well as Confidence, and 4) pruning. 
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Preprocessing 
The preprocessing phase included several tasks: named entity recognition (NER), anonymization 
of genes, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, tokenization, and stemming. In the NER phase, we 
looked up gene mention list that was created in advance. Then, we anonymized the genes. For 
instance, a sentence "In vitro, CSC-1 binds directly to BIR-1" would become "In vitro, 
__PROTEIN_0__ binds directly to __PROTEIN_1__" so that we can further generate rules from 
the anonymized genes. A possible rule would look like "__PROTEIN_0__ bind 
__PROTEIN_1__". Their classes would be GO:0005515 (protein binding) and 
__PROTEIN_0__, in which the former class meant the GO term it contained and the later 
represented the GO term in which the gene belonged to, called the owner of GO term. We can 
look up their original gene names through an index table created by the gene anomynization. We 
then tagged POS through the Stanford log-linear part-of-speech tagger. After POS tagging, each 
word, called a token, in a sentence would be tokenized through the identification of spaces 
between words. Finally, each token was stemmed by porter stemming algorithm. 
 
Rule Generation 
Each rule is a sequential pattern. The rules were learned from permuting token in a sentence 
rather than from all the tokens permuted from every sentence due to time and memory 
constraints. We also used the annotations from the corpus of BioCreative I as our training 
material. We set the sentence window size of 20 tokens to limit the permuted scope for avoiding 
massive calculation in a long sentence. By far, the generated rules were all candidate rules. They 
require yet a further step that examines their Support and Confidence. 
 
An example of the generated rule looks like the following: 
prolifer_NN, __PROTEIN_0__, rate_NN => GO:0008283, __PROTEIN_0__ 
,where NN stands for singular common nouns and GO:0008283 is the GO ID for cell 
proliferation. 
 
Computing Support and Confidence 
Each of the generated rules was computed for their own Support and Confidence (7, 8). The 
difference to traditional association rule was that the order in the pattern was required. After 
computing Support and Confidence, we removed rules that had Support or Confidence lower 
than the thresholds. The threshold of Support can be used to filter out possible false rule and 
reduce the amount of calculation involved in rule generation. The threshold of Confidence can be 
used to measure how factual a rule is. For example, a rule, A1 & A2 => C, with Support 3 and 
Confidence 80%, we say the rule occurs 3 times in the training set and the probability of 
occurrence of the consequent, C, following an antecedent, A1 & A2, is 80%. 
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Pruning 
For reducing the total number of rules, we removed a rule if it can be represented by their short 
form. For instance, both rules, A1 & A2 => C with Support 3 and Confidence 80% and A1 & A2 
& A3 = C with Support 3 and Confidence 80% appear in the rule set. The later rule would be 
replaced by the former because the short form can represent the long form due to identical 
Support and Confidence. After the Pruning phase, we can save a great quantity of memory space 
to retain other rules. 
 
Classification 
We used the generated rules to classify each of the sentences in the articles. The sentences were 
separated in the passages by LinPipe. Each of the sentences separated in the passages was 
compared to each of the rules. We used the consequents of the rule to classify sentences if the 
antecedents of the rule were matched perfectly in the order of the sentence. As we mentioned 
above, the form of consequents of rule is a GO term and an anonymized gene, e.g. GO:0003917, 
__PROTEIN_0__. Hence, we say the protein owns the GO term in the sentence if a rule can 
match the sentence. 
 
The 3rd run of subtask A and subtask B 
Different from the 1st and 2nd runs in subtask A and B, we developed an independent system for 
the 3rd run with a core we called GREPC (Geneontology concept Recognition- by Entity, 
Pattern, and Constrain). In short, GREPC indexed the GO concepts based on three divisions: 
entity, pattern, and constrain. We gathered these kinds of information by text mining inside the 
GO database (1). Within that, we reconstructed the semi-structured name and synonyms for a 
GO concept into a better-structured synonym matrix. With GREPC, we can find GO terms in a 
sentence with a higher recall without losing much of the precision. For the 3rd run of subtask A 
and B, first, we split the given document into sentences. Second, we identified the sentences 
containing both the target gene and at least one GO term reported by GREPC. Third, we filtered 
out the sentences and GO terms made by the stop-entities. The stop-entities, which we picked 
from the results of the development dataset, were entities usually too general to be annotated, 
such as “protein”, “cell”,  “kinase”, “DNA”, “antibody”, etc. Finally, we reported the non-
overlapping sentences for subtask A and the non-repeated GO IDs for subtask B. 
 
Results 
To evaluate our methods, we preformed the official latest evaluation system provided by the 
BioCreative organizer. The evaluation system can output three types of measurement values: 
recall, precision, and F1-score. Our system results are shown in Table 1 and Table 2. The highest 
scores in each run are in presented in boldface. 
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Parameters 
There are two parameters for sequential pattern mining: Support and Confidence. For the 1st run, 
we put negative instances into our training set to generate positive rules. In this case, we set the 
threshold of Support and Confidence to 2 and 0.8, respectively. For the 2nd run, we did not put 
negative instances into our training set to generate positive rules. We set 2 and 0.1 to Support 
and Confidence, respectively. The main difference between the 1st and the 2nd run is upon the 
intended aim for either the precision or the recall rate. For the 1st run, it applied strict conditions 
for rule generation so that the rules may have higher quality for inferring relevant sentences and 
GO terms. For the 2nd, on the other hand, in order to obtain a higher recall we allowed the rules 
to be generated more loosely so that we would have a greater quantity of rules, yet with lower 
quality. 
 
Table 1. The results of evaluation of subtask A 

 Run 1st Run 2nd Run 3rd 

Parameter Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 
0 0.205 0.011 0.020 0.110 0.351 0.167 0.212 0.469 0.292 
1 0.114 0.006 0.011 0.053 0.171 0.081 0.138 0.305 0.190 

 
Table 2. The results of evaluation of subtask B 

 Run 1st Run 2nd Run 3rd 

Parameter Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 
0 0.059 0.006 0.011 0.008 0.068 0.015 0.037 0.264 0.064 
1 0.242 0.020 0.037 0.034 0.336 0.062 0.150 0.587 0.239 

 
 
Post-Challenge Analysis 
Using the gold standard passages from the developing and testing datasets of subtask A, we ran 
subtask B again with the GREPC. Since the gold standards contain the information of genes, the 
step of gene mention recognition was skipped. For a given document-gene pair, we restored the 
GO evidence sentences (GOES) according to the positional data in the gold standards. Then, we 
split the GOES into single sentences, and fed these sentences to GREPC. We also applied stop-
entities filter to the output GO IDs of GREPC, just as we did in the contest. The results showed a 
great improvement of precision, a mild decrease of recall, and a significant increase of F1-score 
(Table 3). The results are reasonable because the gold standard GOES contain richer and better 
information than the original, whole document corpus. Without the gene mention recognition, we 
could avoid the errors happening in this step; and without dealing with the sentences outside the 
GOES, we could eliminate the false positive results from these sentences. Both this reasons 
helped us to have the better precision. The decrease of the recall implies that some of the correct 
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predictions of GO IDs were generated from the sentences outside the gold standard GOES. It 
was possible due to just coincidence, or missed annotations by human curators, or both. It 
requires manual check to prove or disprove these assumptions. Overall, our GREPC is robust to 
extract GO concepts from contexts, and the precision and recall rates are stable between 
developing and testing datasets. 
 
Table 3. The results of post-challenge analysis. We ran the subtask B from the gold standard data from 
subtask A 

 Developing dataset Testing dataset 

Parameter Precision Recall F-1 Precision Recall F1 

0 0.098 0.193 0.130 0.092 0.231 0.132 

1 0.345 0.421 0.379 0.306 0.458 0.367 

 
Discussion 
During development of our first system, which was based on association rule, we encountered a 
serious problem of lacking training sentences. This system generated rules from the training data, 
and recognized GO concepts by these rules. Our system had poor ability to handle the GO terms 
that were never seen in the training corpus. Unfortunately, we found that most of the GO 
concepts in the developing dataset had not appeared in the training dataset. We supposed that the 
testing dataset would also have many novel GO concepts. In turn, we included the corpus from 
BioCreative I as one of the training sets, but the situation did not improve much (9). To 
overcome this shortage, we manually read the annotations of training dataset and tried to make 
better rules to cover the never-seen GO concepts. During this process, we noted that the 
information we needed were hidden in the GO database as a semi-structured form of names and 
synonyms, of GO concepts. Therefore, we used text mining techniques to extract these 
information inside the GO database, and built more than 63,000 rules, automatically.  The newly-
generated rules covered the whole spectrum of GO concepts, and had the ability to find the 
concepts deep down in the GO hierarchy. Because there was not enough time for delicate tuning, 
we turned in the system results as a backup in the 3rd run, just after the removal of the stop-
entities. As in the post-challenge analysis, we knew the post-processing step, the stop-entity 
filter, was too primitive to get a higher precision. In the future, we can apply machine learning 
methods with features about the gene, the GO concept, the sentence structure, etc., to achieve a 
higher precision by removing the false positive results reported by GREPC. 
 
Conclusion 
For the subtasks of BioCreative GO tract, we developed two rule-based methods: one was based 
on association rule, mining the rules from the training and developing datasets; the other used 
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GREPC, extracting the rules from GO database. The later had a better performance possibly due 
to wider rule coverage of GO concepts. The method based on GREPC used almost no 
information from the training and developing datasets except for the stop-entities, which were 
manually picked from the results of the developing data, and surprisingly outperformed our 
former system. It demonstrated that the GREPC has a great potential of improvement by 
enrolling the abundant information from the corpus made by human curators. 
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